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Sketch for Ascent & Descent

Part 1: Ascent

PETER:

There’s a wall where you'll lean

(Farber Men must lean)

Chained like Wayne to the screen

When you play this scene

There’s a wall where you'll lean

(Farber Men must lean)

Chained like Wayne to the screen

Weighin' up this scene...

DUDLEY:

“Aligned like the fleecy beds of dying infants,” wasn't it? Row upon row of them stacked in 

the midsummer sky. Or was it pillows? “Pillows plump with the tears of dying infants,” he 

said. Back then, before the invention of the aeroplane, such thoughts - such fancies - were par 

for the course. One might even think of them as necessary, part and parcel of the whole 

Disappearance of God thing that saw Him fall silent with the encroachment of the railway 

train (as it seemed) and of cotton mills. Above – the starched linen of the soon to be dearly 

departed... and in those days they were dropping like flies from the moment they were born, 

my granny was one of thirteen and only she survived. Below – the ground was covered in 

clouds of cotton flakes, forming a whole where none existed, a whole of raw and treated 

cotton, preposterous though that must seem when the metaphor is unpacked. Folded and put 

in the cupboard of the imagination it does the job, so long as you don't spend too much time 

testing its actual strength. It's a question of suspension of disbelief, any old ham would tell 

you that. The world it suggests is an enclosed world... of the kind that had caused the 

Muggletonians to issue a ban on hot air ballooning. Progress is always blasphemous. Hence 

the sensation of awe and disgust that accompanies any flight above the clouds. The vast 

architecture of the sky is displayed before us, each modernist curve so exquisitely rendered as 

to cause even the fishiest of souls to shudder, for a moment at least... before the drinks trolley 

appears and the sting of cheap brandy or a tumbler of Eurofizz dispels such unfashionable 

intimations of smallness and human stupidity.



I avoid aeroplanes. Not on religious grounds, that would indicate a sophistication in matters of 

the spirit in which happily I am entirely lacking. No, rather, I don't much like to travel and 

frankly the opportunity has arisen so infrequently that I'd have fallen out of the habit even 

were I inclined to flit around the globe, to trot and strut my stuff in the Antipodes, say, (I hear 

the Sydney Opera House is quite magnificent, a veritable meringue of cloudy curves that 

might even have caused James Hutton to think again) or felt compelled to entertain the troops 

at Ice Station Zebra, or in the scout huts of the Falkland Islands, or even under  the hot tin 

roof of the grim fastnesses of Helmland. Nor because I've gone green. As age catches you up 

and your breath grows ever shorter, as you climb the stairs to your flat and find that every 

footstep is accompanied by a veritable volley of flatulence, you cease to worry unduly about 

the size of your Carbon Footprint. Mine will be modest, about the size of a cat's paw. And if a 

carbon footprint can be elegant, I think I can say mine will be elegant and more - will be 

positively dainty.

If I start to sound like a saint, that's because saints were mostly old fools who stared into 

space and told themselves enlightenment would happen in the fulness of time, or beyond all 

time. This was in the days before the invention of television, obviously. But when I stare into 

space myself, it is upwards I look, not to the dear departed God of yesteryear nor to the 

infinite necklace of communications satellites which charge the world as it is – but to the 

clouds.

“Habit forming” - that's a concept to conjure with when you've nothing better to do: “habit 

forming.” It started innocently enough. I was in the Lake District - or was it the Peaks? 

Anyway, it was a cold September day and I decided to solo a particular climb that had evaded 

me as a young man. I suppose it was a last gesture, desperate really as I was out of shape and 

increasingly stiff and scared. Drugs helped and before I knew it I was clambering up the rocks 

like a teenager. And when I reached the top – I kept going. Somehow I got a handle on the 

clouds. Chalk was out of the question, the terrain didn't allow for it, as you can well 

understand. But I managed to scale the misty wall before me and heave myself up to the top, 

or what appeared to be a top. Up there, a certain shapelessness takes over and like Milton 

you'd be hard pressed to feel you'd reached any kind of summit. 

I kept it to myself. And even now you can't seriously suppose that I'm going to open up, to 

waste my time telling you what it was like - it wasn't like anything. It was beyond all likeness. 



Being that much closer to the sun, and that that much further from the earth, leaves you with a 

sense of inner grace that metaphor and language cannot touch. And you - you cannot touch 

me.  That – that is the point.  If things must have a point.

Part 2: Descent

DUDLEY:

An object which falls from a table top – a tennis ball, for instance. It does so with a sense of 

inevitability, does it not? Not enough time to observe any nuance which may inform its fall. In 

the age of acceleration we don't even bother to watch. Now imagine falling from a great 

height such as the edge of a cliff. Philosophically Zeno's Paradox comes swiftly into play. 

Your mind divides the available space into half as you descend. Half way down, there's still 

hope, even plenty of hope, you can see that, no? Pause a moment, as they do in cartoons, 

pause and look to camera.

The massy clouds etcetera etcetera: these were as symbols.

Listen you little shit, I'll have you for breakfast, with bubble and squeak!

ENDS


